FROM EVERY CORNER OF AN OPPRESSED GALAXY THEY CAME, A MISMATCHED COLLECTION OF REBELS -- DETERMINED TO OVERTHROW THE TYRANNY THAT HAS CRUSHED THEM LIKE ANTS UNDER A JACKBOOT'S HEEL...

BEGINNING -- THE SAGA OF THE...

STAR RAIDERS

PILOTS IN CHARGE
ELLIOOT S. MAGGIN: WRITER
JOSE LUIS GARCIA-LOPEZ: ARTIST
A MOMENT AGO THERE WAS THUNDER ROLLING ACROSS THIS BARREN PLACE...

...THE ROAR OF A MIGHTY STARSHIP CHARGING OFF FOR DIMENSIONS YET UNKNOWN...

NOW THE ECHO SUBSIDES AND THE NATIVE DENIZENS OF THIS PLACE SLOWLY, WARILY RECLAIM THEIR HOME...

...AND WONDER JUST WHAT IT WAS THAT HAPPENED HERE MOMENTS AGO...

TAR-EE? TAR-EE! TAR-EE FORS! TEL ZEEK!

...MOMENTS AGO, THIS WORLD WAS A BEACH HEAD IN THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE FORCES OF DARKNESS AND LIGHT--

--BETWEEN THE FORCES OF TYRANNY AND VALIANT RESISTANCE--

--A LAST REMAINING FREE MAN LIVES HIS LIFE BY HIS OWN RULES--

...BUT BENEATH THIS BATTLE-SCARRED PLAIN--

...DAY BY DAY!

ZEEK! TEL ZEEK!

TAR-EE FORS!
Tar-ee...? seek...?

Some sort of to-do on the surface, you say?

Tar-ee...? Atari force!

What's an Atari force for the Lord's sake?

I suppose it'd be a good idea to see what's been going on while I was napping.

--by playing back my little surface monitor...

If I can manage to find the blessed thing under this pile of--

--ah, yes indeed! Here it is, right where I left it...

Which makes sense, since no one else is likely to have been here!

Ah, yes... I do seem to have missed something indeed!

Meanwhile, careening through a neighboring sector of space at hyper-warp speed is another, albeit smaller, star cruiser...
My, my—we are getting touchy, aren't we, Captain?

Just button up and do your job, navigator!

Pulling rank now, are we, Captain...?

Seems like just yesterday on Sigma Six that rank was the last thing on your mind!

Must've been drunk! Pay attention to your screen... How's that disturbance on the third planet shaping up?

'Fraid it's not, mon capitaine—seems to have petered out?

We're leaving hyperspace, Jed... brace for final approach!

And below the surface of the embattled world that the pair is approaching...

Hmmm— you mean these blow-dried, squeaky-clean types are the ones who commandeered our Star Raider to fight the Zygons?

—A return visit... after snuffing out virtually all life from this planet so many years ago?

Yes indeed!

My, my, those are indeed Zygons involved in that battle...

...and these must be the ones you call the Atari Force, yes?

Hardly seems possible—but the Zygons have again chanced upon our humble little planet—
Well, now that the wind's died down, little one, it seems we have some "cleaning up" to do on the surface.

...Which I doubt...we have much to worry about!

Wurry Zeek?

-- Old Zeke's about as worried as an old man can get!

Actually, yes, little one--

Unless our friends, this Atari Force, were quite aware of the Zylos' unique nature...

So the little Hukka hangs on as the last surviving man of this world climbs to the surface...

The animal worries because the man is worried--the man worries for reasons of his own...

But all their apprehension could hardly prepare them for this latest visitation--
TWO PANELS SPRING UP FROM THE COCKPIT OF THE COOLING CRAFT AND...

TOMMY-- WHERE'S THE ACTION--?

WOULD YOU SETTLE FOR A GAME OF JACKS?

SAY-- WHAT'S THAT?

I'LL FIND OUT--

HEY, MACK! YEAH, YOU THERE!... FRONT AND CENTER, OLD MAN!

WHAT'RE YOU LOOKIN' FOR, MACK, AND WHO THE DEVIL ARE YOU?

I'M LOOKING FOR ZYLONS, IF YOU MUST KNOW...

LISTEN, YOU SKINNY GOON, IF YOU DON'T GIVE ME A STRAIGHT ANSWER I'LL--

AND WHILE MY NAME DOESN'T MUCH MATTER ANYMORE, I WISH YOU WOULDN'T CALL ME MACK--

DON'T YOU SEE THE OLD MAN ISN'T IMPRESSED BY YOUR ARROGANCE, J.P.?

HE'S A RATHER CHARMING FELLOW, ACTUALLY...

...BUT WHAT I WANT TO KNOW, SIR, IS HOW YOU SURVIVED ON AN OTHERWISE DEAD WORLD--

BY REMAINING ALONE, DEAR LADY-- NOW PLEASE EXCUSE ME WHILE I GO--

--GO NOWHERE, MACK!

OH MY...!
OH PLEASE, SIR, DON'T TAKE OFFENSE -- I'M AFRAID HE HAD A BIT TOO MUCH TO DRINK LAST NIGHT!

I'M TOMORROW HARDACK -- CALL ME TOMMY!

YES, WELL, I'M EZEKIEL VICKER --

-- HE CAN CALL ME SIR!

I JUST HOPE HE DOESN'T GET THE CHANCE TO CALL ME OFTEN!

LISTEN, COMEDIAN...

... WE CAME HERE BECAUSE WE GOT A READOUT OF A BATTLE GOING ON HERE --

-- AND I'M BETTING YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENED!

YOU SAY THERE WERE ZYLONS INVOLVED? WHO ELSE?

A GROUP CALLING THEMSELVES THE ATARI FORCE WAS HERE -- FIVE PEOPLE BEAT A TROOP OF ZYLONS!

SURE, MACK, A GROUP OF MYTHICAL TIME TRAVELERS WAS HERE AND YOU SAW THEM, RIGHT?

EXCUSE ME, TOMMY -- MAYBE I'LL BE BACK...

... WHEN YOUR FRIEND LEARNS HIS MANNERS!

PLEASE DON'T GO, Mr. VICKER...!
AND THE RANKLING CONTINUES AS...

JED'S JUST TRYING TO MAKE LIFE DIFFICULT FOR THE ZYLONS! PLEASE DON'T GO BEFORE--

MUNSTA!

ZEK! ZEK!

WHAT THE DEVIL ARE THESE MANGY ANIMALS SO HOT ABOUT?

THESE MUKKAS HAVE A GOOD DEAL TO TEACH YOU ABOUT BEING CIVILIZED!

TOMMY-- WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH THAT--

BEFORE HE MAKES LIFE MORE DIFFICULT FOR ME? SORRY--

I'VE NEVER SEEN A ZYLON UP CLOSE--

NO--!

URGPHH!

-- BUT I'M BETTING THAT'S WHAT THEY LOOK LIKE!

YOU KEEP ZYLONS AS PETS TOO, YOU SON OF A PIG?

FIND COVER, TOMMY...

I'LL DEAL WITH THIS BABY!

DON'T BET ON IT!

THOSE TWO KIDS WILL GET THEMSELVES TORN APART--

-- AND TAKE THIS WHOLE BLASTED PLANET WITH THEM!
THE ZYLON BEATS THE WOMAN TO HER PISTOL, BUT NOT QUICKLY ENOUGH --

-- TO AVOID HAVING JEDEHIAH POOLE KNOCK IT FREE AGAIN...

... AT SOME PAINFUL COST TO THE ANGRY REBEL...

YEOW!!! WHAT HAS THAT MONSTER GOT-- AN EXOSKELETON?

IT'S LIKE HAVING A FIGHT WITH A BOULDER!

THE ZYLON'S TOO FAST --

WATCH YOURSELF, CAPTAIN!

I DON'T NEED ANY HELP...

... AVOIDING BLASTER FIRE!

THANK YOU, HOWEVER...

... FOR GIVING ME AN OPENING!

JED -- I'VE GOT TO RECHARGE THIS VAPORIZER AND DON'T HAVE THE TIME! -- OH...

PLEASANT DREAMS, ZYLON SCUM!
WITH SUCH GUSTO DID THE PAIR RIGHT SIDE BY SIDE THAT ONE CAN ALMOST FEEL THE DISAPPOINTMENT... --WHEN THE PILE OF DEBRIS AND BROKEN BUILDING STOPS THE ZT0N AND THE BATTLE IS APPARENTLY ENDED...

...AND ONE CAN SENSE THE EXCITED ANTICIPATION AS THE DEBRIS SEEMS FOR A MOMENT TO SHUDDER AND...

HEADS UP, JED...!

JUST KEEP YOUR HANDS FILLED, TOMMY...!

PROTECT YOURSELF, TOMMY... --AND STAY CLEAR OF THE FLYING RUBBLE!

AS SOON AS YOU GET A GOOD BEAD ON THE THING...

GOOD JOB, TOMMY!

...THEN FIRE!

THAT'S FIGHTING WITH OUR HEADS!

...AND THINKING WITH YOUR POSTERIORS!
Oh... Ezekiel! Jed didn't mean to hurt you before! He--

I'll do my own apologizing, navigator, when I feel it is warranted!

You might learn something! You're right about one thing--I'm old... older than you can imagine!

I'm not sure how long ago it was--six or eight hundred years or so--when the Zylons let loose their life: killing Holocaust here...

Oh, the Hukkas survived--their genetic makeup protected them--and there were a few others sheltered as I was...

The exposure made me delirious for days--years for all I know--but my next memory was waking up on my couch...

...but the difference came the day I got too stir-crazy to care whether it was all right on the surface or not--

...and I haven't been sick a day since! That was centuries ago--I'm immortal as far as I can tell!

I've been reading ever since--got a whole national library to choose from!

So...you've mastered the accumulated wisdom of a dead world! Is this relevant?

It certainly is! I've read about cabbages and kings, glacier-skiing and inter-planetary grammar... and Zylons! Lots about Zylons!
I'VE Fought Zylons in space all my life! What does a guy who's been in a hole for centuries know about Zylons?

I know they can regenerate... Mack!

Then they'll grow into a million Zylons! Oh my God!

Well, not quite a million!

Evidently they need a certain amount of undamaged tissue before they can rebuild the whole body...

If you blasted that Bruiser into a million pieces--

...and it was that critical amount of tissue I was looking for when I came to the surface after the last battle on the surface ended!

Unfortunately, the tissue cells grew into a complete Zylon in time to find us first!

You see, the Zylons are not individuals at all, but part of a single massive intelligence!

Whatever one Zylon knows, they ultimately all know, so--

What idiocy is this crackpot spouting now?

That's all right, dear lady... people have labelled the unattractive truth idiocy before!

Now, until a troop of Zylons comes to pick up those growing from the cells of the one you vaporized...

...I'm going to hide shamelessly--which I advise you to do as well!

He is about halfway to his personal little sanctuary when he hears the noise from above...

Kerash! Crack!

They didn't leave and the Zylons found them, the crazy kids!

If I had any sense I'd keep walking...

...but I don't!
ON THE SURFACE, THE NOISE IS APPRECIABLY LOUDER...

...UNTIL, FROM OVER, UNDER AND AROUND THE CRUISER...

THE ZYLONS--!

--AS IT EMANATES FROM THE SHAKEING, SHAKEING, SHAKEING STAR RAIDERS CRUISER...

HEY, I'VE GOT EYES. I'M A NAVIGATOR, REMEMBER?

YOU'LL NEED MORE THAN JUST EYES TO NAIL THESE CR--

--WHA?

TOMMY -- WHERE IN THE COSMOS HAS YOUR BRAIN GONE?

AT LEAST I KNOW ENOUGH JEDIDIAH...

...NOT TO BURN MY HAND TWICE ON THE SAME STOVE!

YOUR FORCE BEAM WON'T STOP THEM FOR MORE THAN A FEW SECONDS!

I'M SURE WE CAN PUT THOSE SECONDS TO BETTER USE...

...THAN BLASTING FOUR ZYLONS INTO FORTY!

YES -- I'VE GOT SOME BETTER USE!
THAT’LL HOLD THEM FOR A BIT LONGER!

YOU AGAIN?!!

WATCH WHERE YOU SHOOT THAT THING, OKAY?!

ZEKE! YOU CAME BACK!

I SHOULD’VE KNOWN! WHAT’RE YOU DOING HERE?

YEAH, RIGHT... WELL, WE’VE GOT A JOB TO DO, OLD MAN!

RIGGING TOGETHER A GADGET THAT MIGHT SAVE ALL OUR NECKS!

WHAT--

JED -- IT GOT MY FORCE-FIELD PISTOL!

CAN’T YOU HOLD ONTO THAT DAMN THING?!

STAND BACK, I’M ON MY WA--

--HEY!! THIS ONE’S GOT MY LEG!

IT’S OKAY... I’LL CUSHION YOUR FALL!
The point of the rocket penetrates the Zylon’s hide and the group stands aghast, not knowing what to expect next...

...When it fires up!

It works! What are you doing standing there with your faces hanging out?...

...Get to work, captain!

It’ll carry him into space where even Zylon life can’t survive!

The old man knows his stuff....

...Let’s finish the job!

Battle stations, navigator!

Aye, aye, captain!
"The old man's smarter than he looks," Jed mumbles...

"It's the best idea I've seen all week," Tommy thinks...

...and as the rocket-powered projectiles make contact with the tough Zylon exoskeletons...

...humans see for the first time what fear looks like on the faces of these creatures...

-- These monsters whose numbers have rained destruction and enslavement upon the galaxy for a thousand years!

Like three comets they rise toward space and... disappear--
AS THE DUST SETTLES YET AGAIN, THE ELATION FADES AND IT SEEMS THERE IS MORE WORK TO BE DONE... THE HUKKAS ARE VERY BRIGHT CREATURES, ACTUALLY!

THEY'VE TAKEN BETTER CARE OF THE STAR RAIDER CRUISER THAN I HAVE OF THE LIBRARY... TOO BAD NO ONE WILL EVER CONQUER THE ZYLONS WITH IT!

AND I SUPPOSE YOU'VE GOT ONE OF THOSE STORED AWAY IN THAT FUZZY OLD BRAIN OF YOURS, RIGHT? OKAY--

--START TALKING!

WE WOULD NEED SOMEONE TO SPREAD THE WORD AMONG THE YOUNG SURVIVORS OF CONQUERED PLANETS-- RECRUITING THEM TO BE TRAINED INTO A STRIKE FORCE... A NEW STAR RAIDERS FORCE!

WELL, IT'S ALL THEORETICAL, YES, INDEED...

WE'D NEED A HOME BASE... THIS WORLD WOULD BE AS GOOD AS ANY-- THEORETICALLY, OF COURSE!

NO THEORIES ABOUT IT! WE NEED YOUR EXPERTISE, ZEKE, AND WE'RE GOING TO DO IT FOR REAL!

...AND SOMEONE WOULD HAVE TO REPAIR THE CRUISER HERE TO BE THE FLAGSHIP OF THIS NEW FORCE--

JED AND I HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR A CHANCE LIKE THIS SINCE WE MET!

I'LL DO THE RECRUITING-- JED WILL DO THE REPAIRING-- I SHALL RETURN!

RETURN? WHEN? FROM WHERE--

YOU CAN'T JUST TAKE MY SHIP AND-- BE OF GOOD COURAGE, MON CAPITAINE!
SHE DID IT! SHE REALLY DID IT.
CAPTAIN JEDIDIAH POOLE REALIZES AS HIS "SNOWBIRD" FLIES DEEPER AND DEEPER INTO THE SKY...

NOW I'LL HAVE TO REPAIR THAT STAR RAIDER THING--OR WHATEVER IT IS--

--OR ELSE I'VE GOT TO HANG OUT WITH IS HUKKAS AND...

...URGH!

THAT LITTLE.. WITCH?

YOU DO KNOW WHAT NEEDS TO BE FIXED ON THAT CRUISER DOWN THERE, RIGHT?

OF COURSE I DO... AND I'LL TELL YOU, TOO!

I HAVEN'T TALKED FACE TO FACE WITH ANOTHER LIVING HUMAN FOR... oh, IT'S GOT TO BE MORE THAN A HUNDRED YEARS!

AND YOU KNOW, CAPTAIN, YOU'VE GOT TO BE THE MEANEST SON OF A SHE-DOG I'VE MET IN ALL MY BORN CENTURIES!

LET'S DO IT, AND I DON'T WANT ANY OF YOUR LIP, VICKER!

JEDEDIAH, THIS COULD BE THE START OF A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP!

THAT'S PRETTY GOOD... YOU MAKE THAT UP YOURSELF?

I THINK I READ IT SOMEWHERE, ACTUALLY..
EVEN AS HOPES RISE FOR THE FUTURE OF THIS UNLIKELY TRIO, FAR ACROSS THE LONG COLD GALAXY...

-- AND RISING, THIS CONSCIOUSNESS SEeks...

...EXERCISE...

THE ONE CALLED THE DARK DESTROYER WHO KIDNAPPED YOU IS GONE, MY CHILDREN...

AND I AM HERE FOR YOU AGAIN!

BE HERE FOR ME AGAIN, MY CHILDREN--

--COME HOME TO MOTHER--

...AND I WILL BE YOUR QUEEN ONCE MORE--!
SO THE PAIR BIDE THEIR TIME STUDYING SPECIFICATIONS, CHARTS AND FILMS, INCLUDING ONE OF THE STAR RAIDER CRUISER LANDING DECK WORK OF A COMPANY OF ZYLONS.

WELL, YOU HAVEN'T EXACTLY BEEN BUSY SITTING IN THIS HOLE THE PAST FEW CENTURIES?

MORE THAN SIX HUNDRED YEARS AGO--

AND I REMEMBER IT AS THOUGH IT WERE YESTERDAY!

LISTEN... THIS HISTORICAL TAPE HAD SOME AUDIO!

YOU'LL HEAR IT BETTER IF I SWITCH TO INTERIOR MONITOR!

ZEROING IN ON ZYLON BASESTAR--

--IT'S SHIELDS APPEAR TO BE FLUTTERING...

NOW!
WELL, HOW DO YOU LIKE MY "SCRAP HEAD" NOW, CAPTAIN?...

SWITCH THE MONITOR TO EXTERNAL AGAIN FOR A SECOND, WOULD YOU, ZERE...

...SO I CAN WATCH THIS BABY MOVE!

GRAVITATION THE HARD-NOSED FUER JEDEDIAH POOLE BECOMES ENTHRALLED BY THE FLUID MOTION OF THE ANCIENT CRUISER THROUGH THE SPACEWAYS...

--FAZINATED BY THE UNASSAILABLE SKILL OF A PILOT IN A RECORDING MADE IN A DISTANT CENTURY--

--POSITIVELY ENCHANTED BY THE FRESHNESS, THE GRACE, THE THRILL OF PASSING AMONG THE VERY JAWS OF AN ANCIENT ENEMY TO Emerge NOT ONLY UNSCATHED, BUT VICTORIOUS!--
Jed's detached scowl slowly melts like the face of a snowman as old Ezekiel Vicker's tape runs its spectacular course...

And for the first time the gritty star pilot realizes that somewhere in the buried technology of mere mortals -- in the collective mind of humanity -- lie the power and the honor to wrest a galaxy from the hands of the Zylon Devils...

Look! The pilot took out the mother ship and the other one's halting.

He's not letting up for a moment. That pilot -- going after the Zylon that's disoriented...

...yes, I know -- like an orphaned bee looking for its hive.

I saw this show with its original cast.

"That pilot's incredible! Who is that guy?"

"He was just... someone who lived here -- before the Holocaust!"
But halfway across the galaxy, on the dark world of the Zylons' origin...

...and my instincts always serve me well.

There will be no more nonsense regarding these three! They must be destroyed.

---before they pose a real threat!

Their type cannot be tolerated in this galaxy.

---for they seek computers... records... information---!

Information is power, and in my galaxy, even the smallest shred of power must reside with me.

---the queen mother of the Zylons!

Is that clear, my children?

And light years away...
...A once stationary squad of Zylon fighters begins a slow descent to the planet Oric, a hub of communication and commerce in a besieged galaxy.

...Where half a million mortals of nearly as many races pursue a semblance of a livelihood on the marketplace planet...

...Some praise their gurus or promote themselves for public office...

...Some hone a skill, like charming the vicious snapping eggs of Percom...

...But only one has chosen this place, in this age without dignity or integrity, to exhort her fellow mortals to defend their honor...

...And there are those who listen...

...It's fear I'm talking about...

...Our fear of the Zylons is a state of mind, and we can overcome it...

...Nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert, retreat into advance!
"But we'll have to put our bodies and our honor on the chopping block to do it."

"We're a small group of freedom fighters, but we don't plan to stay small for long!"

"You there... who are you?"

"Me...? I'm called Skrimsh... er—what's up there?"

"Breaking Tommy's rhythm as if it were planned that way, a screaming comes across the sky..."

"...from the edge of a nightmare, there appears a Zylon cruiser..."

"Your attention! Attention all creatures of Oric!"

"...and whatever their station or their peculiar story, they pay attention--"

"The Zylon imperial order is seeking one of a number of criminal insurgents believed to be on this planet--"

"...a humanoid female with these facial features!"

"If you see or have contact with this humanoid, notify your nearest elected official immediately--"

"And you will be permitted to enjoy the continued existence of your planet!"

"I think I should exit this wanton world as gracefully as I can manage it!"

"Now here's something to put me in a fine position with the Zylon overlords!"

"I'll do it!"
Meanwhile...

Make your self useful and hand me that soldering torch, Zeke!

Great! I get orange monkeys as repair assistants --

Mun-keez!

--and a thousand-year-old man spouting cosmic mumbo-jumbo he passes off as wisdom.

It's only about six hundred years--seven, tops!

Hmmm... now to repair the brain bug...

Brain bug?!

Are you telling me how to fix this tub?

--or slipping into senility even as we speak?

Senility has nothing to do with it, Jedediah --

--but with the brain bug's help you may live long enough to get that way.

You see, the brain bug was designed to ensure the Star Raider pilot's survival --

--by allowing him to pass information, instantaneously and directly, into the minds of his comrades!

What was so bad about using a radio?

Well, for one thing, the zylons had the uncanny ability to totally jam direct radio frequencies at will!

Hmm... that could make things messy --

Well, what're you waiting for, old man?

Tell me about brain bugs!!
SO DOES THE OLD SCHOLAR ONCE AGAIN CONVINCE THE YOUNG FIREBRAND THAT HE DOES NOT KNOW EVERYTHING, AS...

REMOVE THE BRAIN BUG CONTROL UNIT FROM THE PILOT'S CONSOLE CAVITY.

NOW I KNOW HOW YOU'VE LIVED SO LONG!...

YOU GET SOME YOUNG PATSY TO DO YOUR HEAVY LABOR!

HERE IT IS! NOW WHAT?

HANDLE IT GENTLY! IT'S VERY DELICATE!

TIGHTEN THE SYNAPSE PEGS MARKED IN BLUE.

I'M WAY AHEAD OF YOU, OLD MAN.

THIS HAS THE SAME KIND OF CIRCUITRY AS A UNIVERSAL TRANSLATOR.

--I COULD PUT THIS BACK TOGETHER WITH MY EYES CLOSED!

I WOULDN'T TRY THAT!--IF YOU AREN'T CAREFUL TO CLOSE DOWN THE CEREBELLUM CIRCUIT FIRST, IT MIGHT--

oh dear!

Aiiiiii!!
Lord! I can't believe the Zylons traced me here!
It's as if... they've got eyes everywhere!

If I manage this opportunity correctly, and eliminate the woman...

I can forget about this local election...

Because the Imperial Order will appoint me planetary governor!

As from light years away...

Fire, Tommy!

Either this boy is delirious...

...or the brain bug accident has established a mental channel to Tommy!

What's that clanging in my head?
Telling me to...

To fire my blaster--

At... great suns! It's that politician from the market square...

-- or what's left of him!

WOW...!

Time to beat feet! And how!
ON THE ORANGE WORLD OF ORIC...

JED?... IS THAT YOU, JED—OR AM I LOSING MY SENSES?

AND ON THE BLUE WORLD OF THE ZYLONS' HOLOCAUST...

HANG ON, TOMMY—I'LL GET YOU OUT OF THIS PICKLE!

JED! YOU HAVEN'T TEST-FLOWN THE CRUISER YET?

SHE KNOWS HE WILL IGNORE CAUTION—AND PRECAUTION—TO HELP HER; HE'S DONE SO BEFORE!

HE KNOWS THAT HE HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO SAVE HER—HE HAS A REPUTATION TO MAINTAIN!

BUT IT IS A DESPERATE NEED TO ESCAPE AND SURVIVE TO BATTLE AGAIN THAT COMPELS TOMORROW HARDTACK TO RAISE THE SNOWBIRD OFF THE SURFACE OF ORIC INTO ZYLON-INFESTED SKIES—

...AND THE ANCIENT, INBRED CALL TO A FRIEND'S DEFENSE THAT HURTS JEDEIAM POOLE ACROSS THE STARS THAT ARE ALMOST HOME IN AN ANTIQUE STAR RAIDER CRUISER THAT HAS SEEN BATTLE JUST ONCE IN THE PAST FIVE CENTURIES...

...IT IS A CALL THAT NEITHER WOULD EVER FAIL TO ANSWER—
THE PLANET IS GIRDLED BY THE SLAVE/CHILDREN OF THE ZYLOM QUEEN MOTHER...

AND FOR THE WOMAN, THE BATTLE CONSISTS OF JUST ONE SUDDEN BLOW--

...LOWER CABIN PRESSURE GRADUALLY...

...ORDERS THE CRAFT INTO AERODYNAMIC MODE...

...SHE KEEPS HER WITS ABOUT HER...

...BUTTRESSES SHIELDING OVER THE VOLATILE FUEL MIX...

...WHICH MEANS SHE WILL HAVE TO DEAL WITH WHAT IS TO COME NEXT--

SHE'S OUT THERE SOMEWHERE?

WHATEVER ZAP I GOT FROM THAT BRAIN BUG MACHINE IS FAADING, BUT I KNOW SHE'S OUT THERE SOMEWHERE...

...AND WITH THIS BABY'S GALACTIC CHART AND SECTOR SCAN I CAN FIND HER!

JUST MOVE THE INDICATOR TO THE SECTOR WHERE ZYLOMS ARE MOLLING ON A NEUTRAL OUTPOST--

--AND HYPERDRIVE?
Time stops flowing, and vast expanses of space fold away against the super sonic speed of the Star Raiders cruiser...

--quite close enough to attract company...

Meanwhile, on the surface of the orange planet --

I thought Jed was talking to me before!... am I mad?

No matter now... it's time to take my medicine!

But notwithstanding Tommy's troubles, on the edge of Oric's atmosphere, Jed is having the time of his life!

This cruiser's taken two direct hits with minimal damage!

Imagine if I had experience with her!

Batten the hatches, Zylon scum...

...I'm going to open her up!
HEE-YAAHH!

I wish this control console had sound effects!

Sector scanning...tracking computer...subspace communication...dynamite!

This is about the hottest piece of hardware I've ever wrapped my greasy little hands around!

And with a little more practice I bet I could take on the entire Zylon Empire single-handedly!

But life down below is not so merry...

Disperse!...by the authority of the Zylon Imperial Order!

That's a freedom fighter you're roughing up, friend...

And that makes you part of the problem!
WHAT HAPPENED? ONE MINUTE I'M IN BIG TROUBLE...

MOTHER OF STARS! IT LOOKS LIKE ZEKE'S CRUISER...

---THE NEXT, IT'S PARTY TIME ON ORIC!!

WHAT'S THAT?? UP IN THE SKY??

---THOSE THAT HAVE BREATH TO TAKE--

LAND-BOUND MORTALS HOLD THEIR BREATH--

---AS ONE OF THE RULING RACE CHASES AN UNFAMILIAR STAR CRUISER...---

...DESPERATELY CLOSE TO A HIGH ROCK OUTCROPPING--UNTIL IT LOOKS CERTAIN THAT THE QUARRY HAS CHOSEN DEATH OVER DEFEAT--

--BUT THE CRUISER TWISTS AT AN IMPOSSIBLE ANGLE AND...--

NOBODY FLIES LIKE THAT BUT MY PARTNER!

HEY, CAPTAIN! TAKE ME HOME!
WHEW! YOU CERTAINLY DON'T BELIEVE IN EARLY ARRIVALS, DO YOU?

EARLY ENOUGH, NAVIGATOR? NOW LET'S TOW THE SNOWBIRD HOME BEFORE THOSE ORIC SCAVENGERS GET TO IT.

FOR A MOMENT, NO ONE MOVES ON THE PLANET BELOW, AND THERE ARE THOSE WHO STILL HAVE NOT TAKEN A BREATHE...

IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE FOR THE REMAINING ZYON PATROLS TO TRACK THE PAIR, BUT THEY MUST ANSWER AN URGENT SUMMONS FROM HOME...

NOW, CHILDREN, WHY ARE WE HAVING SUCH TROUBLE WITH THIS PROBLEM...?

WHAT WILL BE THE FURTHER PROBLEM, COMMANDER, WITH TRACKING DOWN, DIVIDING AND DESTROYING THEM?

ARE THESE NOT SIMPLE HUMANS WITH WHOM WE ARE DEALING...? DO THEY NOT HAVE SINGLE MINDS AND DISORDERLY NATURES...?

THAT'S A GOOD BOY...
...and now, if you don't mind--
--I shall dispose of you rather unceremoniously, dear...

...so that I might efficiently do the same with your bungling brothers in orbit around Oric!

"Yes, that will do nicely...."

"Oh, my white hot suns! The Zylon ship self-destructed--"
THE LIGHT YEARS PEEL OFF BEHIND THE NEW STAR RAIDERS LIKE THE SKINS OF AN ONION, AND SOON...

THUS DO THE PRODIGALS RETURN...!

STOW THE POETRY, ZEKE... TOMMY'S HURT?

I'M FINE... JUST A LITTLE SHAKEN.

AND WHAT OF THE PRODIGALS' FRIENDS?

FRIENDS?... WHA--

RECRUITS! I'LL BET THEY TRACKED US AS WE ENTERED HYPERDRIVE!

CADET SKRIMSH AND COMPANY REPORTING FOR TRAINING, SIRS?...

WELCOME! WELCOME!

WE WANT TO CLOBBER ZYLONS JUST LIKE YOU!

WELL, IT SEEMS WE'RE ON OUR WAY!
SO...

WHEN DO WE GO ON OUR FIRST MISSION?

YEAH, I KNOW... YOU GUYS WANT TO MEET ME AND MY FRIENDS FIRST, RIGHT...?

WELL, THAT WOULD BE GOOD FOR STARTERS.

ALL RIGHT, I'M SKRIMSH AND THESE FOUR ARE--

WHOA, YOUNGSTER-- WHY NOT LET THEM SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES!

THANK YOU, SIR. I AM QABIRON, ARCHER AND NATURALIST OF THE ERPLON-MINOTAURI SYSTEM.

I AM RUSHERTOM, POET AND SINGER! MY HOME WORLD WAS CONQUERED AND MINED FOR PLUTONIUM BY THE ZYLONS!

THE ZYLONS SLAUGHTERED MY MASTER, A TRADER IN GEMSTONES! I AM JULI KHOITYAM, UNEMPLOYED BONDSERVANT.

MY NAME IS TOO COMPLICATED TO PRONOUNCE, BUT YOU CAN CALL ME SMILEY. I'M A MAGICIAN... HONEST!

AS FOR YOUR MISSIONS-- WELL, THERE ARE SOME PRELIMINARIES... DAMN STRAIGHT THERE ARE... AND THEY BEGIN AT THE CRACK OF DAWN!
Indeed, from that dawn and through dozens of dawns thereafter, the three leaders attempt to teach their recruits all they know...

Move with grace like a mantis, Qabiron... not like a frog!

This is a photon pistol— and if any of you touches it before you know what it can do...

...I'll cheerfully twist it around your throat!

...And if they damage or destroy your shields, punch the hyperdrive button before you even think—!

Sekka-kan! Sekka-kan!

Oh, I see— that's the sector scan!
They work and study hard by day, this ragtag corps of willful dreamers... and by night they eat heartily—

Then for a time while my people were being shipped to the slave camps, I hid in the wilderness—

Until I could stow away on a trade ship to Orion where I found Tommy!

We've never heard your life story, skrimsh... how about it?

Yes, I don't think I've come across your race in all my travels! Where are you from?

Oh, nowhere... really?

I grew up in the alleys of Orion's marketplace.

I never knew my parents... just...

... just traders and vagabonds... like me?

Come on... you have no idea who you are?... there must be a reason you're here.

I'm here... to go on missions... for the adventure... that's all—

... and maybe...
WELL, I'M NOT LOOKING FOR SECRETS...
GOOD NIGHT, ALL!

THINK I'LL UN-TURN IN FOR THE NIGHT, TOO.

TOMORROW WE HAVE MARTIAL ARTS CLASS, I NEED REST ALSO!

QUIET...VERY QUIET...

THEY'D NEVER BELIEVE ME IF I TOLD THEM WHAT I FELT--

--BUT I'VE LEARNED TO TRUST MY INSTINCTS--AND THEY'VE NEVER BEEN STRONGER!

I'M THE ONLY ONE WHO SENSES THE DANGER--SO I'VE GOT TO DO THIS MYSELF!

WELL--HERE GOES!

HEY! WHO'S FIRING UP TH--

DAMMIT!
...BESIDES, HE KNOWS HE'S AS HOT A PILOT AS THERE IS IN THE GALAXY NOW--

SINCE HE HAD THE GOOD FORTUNE OF HAVING YOU FOR A TEACHER!

...THAT LITTLE SON OF A MUTANT IS GONNA SCRAP THAT CRUISER!

NOW YOU KNOW WHAT IT'S LIKE WATCHING YOU FLY, JEDEDIAH...

WOW! IT'S JUST THE WAY JED TOLD ME...

THE WILDEST SHIP IN THE STARS!

YOU'LL EXCUSE MY TAKING LIBERTIES, OH CAPTAIN YOUR MAJESTY, SIR--

--BUT I BROUGHT HIM HERE AND I'LL BRING HIM BACK!

YOU'RE GONNA REGRET IT, TOMMY!

I MAY ALREADY!

URGFPHH--!

I'VE GOT PLACES TO GO...!
BUT, MOMENTS BEFORE SKRIMISH BEGINS HIS IMPULSIVE JOURNEY, ON THE ZYLONS’ HIVE-WORLD HALF A UNIVERSE AWAY, THE MOST POWERFUL BEING IN THAT GALAXY MAKES HER PLANS...

IT HAS HAPPENED AS I FEARED IT MIGHT SOMEDAY, MY CHILDREN—

—SO IT IS NOW NECESSARY TO INITIATE THE PREEMPTIVE REMOVAL OF A PLANET?

IT IS THIS WORLD... AT THE COORDINATES SPECIFIED HERE...

WHERE A REBELLION PESTERS LIKE A MINOR TUMOR—

—HOLDING THE POTENTIAL TO SPAWN AN EMPIRE-THREATENING MENACE...

...UNLESS WE MOUNT A PRUDENT SURGICAL STRIKE!

IT IS BUT A SMALL OPERATION TURNING ONE PLANET TO DUST TO REMOVE SUCH A THREAT! SO MAKE HASTE!

DO IT FOR ME, MY LITTLE ONES....
...AND THEN COME BACK HOME TO MOTHER...

I KNOW WHAT THAT FIEND IS UP TO AND I'M THE ONLY ONE WHO DOES...

AND I CAN'T LET TOMMY OR JED OR ANYBODY STOP ME!

OMIGOSH! THEY'RE SO FAST!

THEY'RE ALREADY PREPARING TO ENTER THE SECTOR CONTAINING ZEKES PLANET!

--BY WARPING OUT OF HEEE....

AND MASS, MOTION--EVEN THOUGHT--ARE SUSPENDED IN THAT MOMENT, UNTIL--

DRAT.

HE BEAT ME INTO WARP SPEED!

MY ONLY CHANCE IS TO MEET 'EM HALFWAY....

AS THE POWERFUL CRUISER ENTERS HYPERDRIVE, THE MOMENT APPROACHES INFINITE TIME.

I JUST HOPE HE DIDN'T BEAT ME BY SO MUCH...

THAT I CAN'T TRACK HIM. WAIT! HE'S BEAMING ME A COMMUNICATION!

...AND WHEN TOMORROW HARD-TACK FINALLY GETS A CHANCE TO SEE SKRIMSH'S MESSAGE, SHE DISCOVERS--

HE WANTS TO REASSURE ME. TERRIFIC!

DON'T WORRY, I'LL BRING HER BACK ALIVE.

ISKIRISH.

I'LL FOLLOW THE LINE OF ITS TRANSMISSION!

THE SNOWBIRD CRASHES THROUGH THE BARRIERS OF DIMENSION ITSELF AFTER THE RUNAWAY CRUISER....

NOW AT LEAST I KNOW THAT HE'S A CONSIDERATE THIEF!
WHILE, BENEATH HIS HOME PLANET'S SURFACE, EZEKIEL CRANSTON VICKER HAS A RUDE AWAKENING...

ZEKE!

...OF THE SORT, HE HAS DECIDED, HE MAY AS WELL GET USED TO...

WHAAAAAA-- UHHH...

TOM-MEE!

TOM-MEE!

WHAT ABOUT TOMMY?

SOUN!

SOUN!

SOUND?

THE SOUND'S OFF ON THE MONITOR?

GOOD EVENING, DEAR. WHAT'S THE BAD NEWS?

JED WILL EXPLAIN HOW THIS HAPPENED... BUT I'M CALLING FROM DEEP SPACE--

SKRIMSH HAS THE CRUISER AND I'M IN THE SNOWBIRD AND WE'RE BEING TRACKED BY I-DON'T-KNOW-HOW-MANY ZYLONS.

MY... LORD.

I'M SWITCHING ON THE GALACTIC CHART HERE. IT'S COMING IN... YES.

I'M WITH BOTH OF YOU, TOMMY. I CAN SEE THE SITUATION NOW--

--AND IT APPEARS TO BE VERGING ON THE DESPERATE.

BUT FAR AHEAD OF THE SNOWBIRD HURTTLES THE STAR RAIDERS CRUISER WITH THE YOUNG CADET AT THE HELM...
...and light seconds behind, the Snowbird's subspace communicator barks out Zeke Vicker's warning to his levelheaded compatriot—

"Bearing six degrees, Tommy... They're right ahead now..."

But ahead, tumbling into a storm of Zylon warships with centuries-old technology in his hands and the impetuous determination of youth in his soul—

The urchin from the alleys of the world of Oric does his best to show the Zylon masters of a galaxy the fury of an unwilling slave!
ZYLON FIGHTERS AT EIGHT O'CLOCK, TOMMY! THE FIRST ONE'S SPOTTED YOU!

THANKS, ZEKE...

AND I'M COMMENCING EVASIVE MANEUVERS! MAYBE THEY'LL LEAD ME TO THEIR COMMAND CENTER!

DON'T RISK PLAYING WITH THEM, TOMMY!

THERE'S ANOTHER ZYLON BIRD BEHIND YOU NOW!

GOT THE MESSAGE...

I'M ACTIVATING MY PHOTON CANNON NOW--

TO THE GOOD FORTUNE OF BOTH OF US!

ZYLON FIGHTER NUMBER ONE IN MY SIGHTS... CLOSER... CLOSER...

...AND THE CANNON IS ARMED--
--FIRE!

In that moment, and for the brief duration of the battle---

--the spacefaring woman becomes one with her ship and weaponry... a single deadly intelligent organism standing against the pair of Zylon insurgents...

...the first of whom never knew what hit it!

As for the second---

Wanna race, Zylon pig?

Catch me...

...if you...

...can!

And the snowbird slices through the folds of space into a moment of deceptive quiet in search of the vicious battle ahead...

Hang on. Skrimsh! Help is on the way!
Mere light-seconds away
the ancient Star Raiders
Cruiser frantically winds,
rolls, weaves and belches
the fury of its photon
torpedoes--

Its inexperienced
pilot oblivious to
the fact that the
Cavalry has just
arrived!

But the
young alien
does not heed
the call--

Am I be-
coming...a killer?...
or is it
really killing to
rid the universe of
these oversized
insects?

The
truth is...

It
doesn't
matter--

As long as no one
can stop me from plow-
ing through
these mur-
derers on
my way to...

The little
guy's a maniac!
he's ignoring my
radio transmis-
sion--time for me
to take some
more--

Decisive
action!

Skillfully, like a fibre through a fabric,
Tommy weaves through the pattern of
the battle and clamps a beam onto the
Cruiser...
HOURS LATER, AFTER A TEDIOUS PIGGY-BACK TREK THROUGH HYPERSONE...

AH... THE PRODIGALS RETURN!

ABOUT TIME...

AND ONCE SHE UNCUFFS THE CRUISER FROM HER TRACTOR BEAM...

--I'M GOING TO HAVE SOME CHOICE WORDS FOR MY NAVIGATOR AS WELL AS SKRIMSH!

ENTHUSIASM'S ONE THING, BUT STUPIDITY'S ANOTHER!

DON'T BE TOO HARD ON EITHER OF THEM, JEDDIAH...

AFTER ALL, YOU PUT THE ENTHUSIASM THERE YOURSELF!

--LISTEN, KID... I'M GOING TO LET GO AND ASK YOU TO LAND HER...

...GIVE YOU A CHANCE TO REDEEM YOURSELF? DON'T BLOW IT!

OH... I WON'T BLOW IT!

AND I WILL REDEEM MYSELF, BUT TO DO THAT--

AGAIN, YOUNG SKRIMSH BLASTS AWAY IN THE STAR RAIDERS CRUISER...
THIS TIME TOMMY LOSES NO TIME BEATING AFTER HIM, BUT NOW...

I'M NOT SITTING OUT THIS ONE... SMILEY, IS YOUR CRAFT SPACE-WORTHY?

IT IS MANEUVERSABLE ENOUGH, BUT--

GREAT! I'M BUYING IT... HOPE MY CREDIT'S GOOD!

OH LORD... I HOPE I CAN GET UNDERGROUND TO MY CONTROL CONSOLES--

--BEFORE THEY CAN WARP INTO A ZYLON SWARM LIGHT-YEARS AWAY!

AS ON THE HIVE-WORLD, ANOTHER MIND WATCHES...

THE SHIP APPROACHES US, MY CHILDREN -- FOLLOWED BY TWO OTHERS?

IT WILL BE UNNECESSARY TO DESTROY THE PLANET ONCE WE DISPOSE OF THE SHIP'S PILOT--

...ONE WHOSE PRESENCE I HAVE SENSED FOR THE GENERATION.Since WE DEALT WITH THE QUATRANS!

SURROUND AND ENGULF LIKE GOOD LITTLE BOYS...

LOOK AT THAT GALACTIC CHART... ALL OF A SUDDEN CRAWLING WITH ZYLON WARSHIPS!

...NO MATTER!... WHAT MORE HAVE I GOT TO LOSE?--

BUT JUST WHAT WAS IT THAT THIS SECRETIVE YOUNG CADET HAD LOST? -- WHAT PAIN TEARS AT HIS MEMORIES...?
His earliest memories of watching Etto, the blind egg-charmer of the marketplace on Oric...

...of watching eggs dance like spots before him and of wrenching hunger!

...I'd be such a terrible thing to give him a rock to put off his concentration!

...if with all those tokens in his collection plate...

...and the guilt of having to steal from a blind beggar...

Almost cancels the pain of an empty gut...

...but not when there is still another stomach to fill...

Lucid! I... bought some eggs!

Miracle of miracles!

Etto had some extras today, and--

You got the charmer to part with some precious eggs? Hardly...

You're a good boy, skrimsh, and I don't know what an old crippled vagrant can do to thank you. --

How about a story?
There is a story that I have been meaning to tell you, boy—of the lost world of Guat...

...home of a happy, musical people with special powers of empathy—the ability to understand emotions intuitively...

---A RACE, I believe, of which you are a member---maybe the last survivor.

"The Guattian people had learned to live, they had thought, with the overlordship of the Zylons—but for reasons known only to the overlords, these gentle people had become a threat...

"On that day, the Zylon ships appeared in the sky—and soon a silent scream of anticipated pain streamed across the surface of the doomed world...

"For when such a psychically-powerful race anticipated their impending end, a ripple of mental energy tore through surrounding space like a giant ether wind, insinuating itself into the Zylons' minds. So that, rather than blasting the planet apart---

"—The encroaching Zylon swarm were all forced to crash together to its surface, destroying themselves as well...

"The people of Guat were indeed murdered by the Zylons—but they took many of their executioners along with them as they died."
OLD LUCIO'S STORY STRUCK A CHORD IN YOUNG SKRIMSH'S SOUL, AND IT BECAME AN OBSESSION... BUT NOW THE FIRST ZYLON WARSHIP EDGES INTO HIS SIGHTS--

YES... I'M SURE NOW! I KNOW WHAT... WHO IS COMMANDING THE ZYLONS!

AND OLD STORIES GIVE WAY TO THE REALITY OF THE APPROACHING ZYLON FLOTILLA--

--AND FOR JED POOLE, THE REALITY IS DEADLY!

MAYDAY! MAYDAY ALREADY FOR PITY'S SAKE!

I'VE JUST BEEN RAMMED BY A ZYLON WARSHIP! HEAVY DAMAGE!

THIS IS TOMMY! IS THAT YOU, JED...?

THIS IS SKRIMSH! YOU GUYS ARE AS NUTS AS I AM!

SAVE THE PSYCHO-ANALYSIS, TROOPS... MY SHIELDS AND CANNON ARE OUT AND THERE'S A ZYLON BIRD AT NINE O'CLOCK--

--THAT'S MOVING LIKE A BIRD OF PREY!

I'VE GOT A FIX ON YOU, CAPTAIN!

NO TIME!

JUST LET HER DRIFT FOR A MOMENT--!

BESIDES... I'VE GOT A BETTER USE FOR THIS WORTHLESS CRATE!
WITHOUT A SECOND THOUGHT, JED POOLE LOCKS A COURSE DEAD-ON AT A HUGE ZYLON WARSHIP--

--AND EJECTS INTO COLD SPACE-- DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF ANOTHER ONGOING WARSHIP--

GOOD BLOODY SHOOTING, SKRIMSH!

--UNARMED AMID A HELL-RAIN OF LASER AND PHOTON TORPEDO FIRE--

HEY, NAVIGATOR! WHEN THAT HULK'S ION ENGINES BLOW INTO THAT WARSHIP...

...I'D JUST AS SOON BE OUT OF THE WAY, IF WE COULD ARRANGE IT!

WILL COMPLY, MON CAPITaine!
AND FROM AN UNDERGROUND OUTPOST LIGHT YEARS DISTANT...

I'M FINE, OLD GEEZER! ABOARD MY SHIP -- AND IT'S ABOUT TIME!

CAPTAIN! THE BOY'S BOUND FOR THE ZYLONS' HOME SPACE --

BASE TO SNOWBIRD! DID JED...

-- ON A SUICIDE RUN!

YES, WE'VE GOT YOUR SUBSPACE PROJECTION OF HIM, ZEKE --

BUT, ALREADY WITHIN THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE ZYLON HAVEWORLD THE STAR RAIDERS CRUISER BRAZENLY APPROACHES TWO ZYLONS BASESTARS, AND...

-- AND LORD HELP US, WE'RE FOLLOWING HIM IN!

I'LL TRY IT --

I FEEL YOU OUT THERE, BOYS... AND YOU FEEL ME, DON'T YOU?...

NOW STEER YOUR SHIPS JUST SO, MANEUVER THEM... THAT'S THE WAY...

YES --!

I FORCED THEM TO CRASH INTO EACH OTHER!...

WONDER WHAT OLD ZEKE MAKES OF THAT!
Indeed, it seems the little Snowbird is the only ship in the galaxy headed away from the Zylon Hive...

...as hundreds of millions of insectoid warriors converge, summoned by a force or instinct as yet unknown...

-- and the ancient, refurbished Star Raiders cruiser finally touches ground far below the outer surface of the HiveWorld...

Welcome, my child...

You have no right...

...to call me...

...your child!

I've called your real children home!

All of them! All at once!
YOU KILLED MY PEOPLE... AND NOW I KNOW I WAS RIGHT...

THAT ONCE THEY WERE YOUR PEOPLE AS WELL! HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN--?

I WAS A BIOLOGIST! I DISCOVERED THE WEAK-WILLED ZYLONS, AND BY BECOMING THEIR MOTHER, I MADE THEM GREAT.

BUT I BECAME OLD... AND THE GUATTIANS BECAME A THREAT! TOGETHER THEY COULD HAVE OVERTHROWN ME... BUT YOU ALONE CANNOT!

I HAVE LONG SUSPECTED THAT THE QUEEN MOTHER OF THE ZYLONS WAS OF ANOTHER RACE...

SKRIMSH'S RACE AS IT MAY TURN OUT, AND--

--PLEASE COME BACK AND GET ME? WE MAY HAVE ONE MORE JOB TO DO!
THEY'RE GONE! YOU DON'T COMMAND THEM ANY MORE.'

MY LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM... I NEED IT... TO LIVE...

... YOU WOULD...

... TO THE LAST...

... OF THE GUATTIANS --?

YOU ARE NO MORE A GUATTIAN THAN ANY OF THESE LIVING MACHINES YOU CALL YOUR CHILDREN...!

AHHHH...

AT LEAST YOUR END IS A NATURAL ONE --

A HAPLESS WANDERER ALL HIS LIFE, THE CADET HAS WONDERED HOW A HEAVY SURGE OF POWER COULD SO THOROUGHLY CORRUPT AN OTHERWISE HEALTHY SOUL...

... BUT NOW HE UNDERSTANDS! FOR A MOMENT THE MUSCLE OF THE RULING RACE OF THE GALAXY COURSES THROUGH HIS BEING -- TEARS AT HIS WHITE HOT SOUL --

-- BUT SOME SOULS ARE STRONGER THAN OTHERS.
STILL, THEY COME, SUMMONED BY THE VOICE OF AN UNFAMILIAR MIND...

...BUT PROCEEDING NONE-THE-LESS, LIKE MACHINES THEMSELVES, UNCARING OF WHO DRIVES THEM, AS LONG AS THEY HAVE DIRECTIONS TO FOLLOW...

AND IF, IN WHAT PASSES IN ZYLONS FOR A MIND, THE THOUGHT OCCURS TO SOME THAT THIS IS WRONG... THAT THIS COURSE OF ACTION LEADS INEVITABLY TO DISASTER...

--THEN THE THOUGHT OCCURS TO NO RESULT...
AND THEN...

THERE WAS ONE--

SOME KIND OF LIFE-SUPPORT SYSTEM--

--AND HE'S IN IT, ALL RIGHT--

IT'S ALL RIGHT... YOU'RE SAFE WITH US--

--WE THINK WE UNDERSTAND...

...AND WE'RE GOING HOME NOW--

--MY CHILD--